Moving object tracking is one of the typical applications in wireless sensor network (WSN) 
Introduction
The sensor nodes have the ability to sense the event, to measure the object through techniques as TDOA (Time Difference Of Arrival), DOA (Direction Of Arrival), or RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator), etc., and most importantly, to cooperate with each others to provide in-network data fusion. One of the canonical problems in wireless sensor network (WSN) is target tracking, which has emerged as an active topic in the research community in recent years.
The basic idea of Particle filter is to represent the posterior probability of target state with some random variables, called particles, sampled from the proposal distribution of state, and to update the posterior when new measurements are available. This process is recursively evolved under the Bayesian framework, and thus to on-line estimate of target's state. Theoretically, the Monte Carlo approximation can accurately represent the posterior if the number of particles is large enough.
A number of methods have been proposed to improve the performance of conventional particle filter, among which the Unscented Particle Filter (UPF), proposed in [1] , is an elegant one since it not only accurately capture the mean and covariance up to the second order, but also is computational efficient. Therefore, UPF has been successfully applied in many fields, e.g., control theory [2] and visual tracking [3] .
This paper proposes and evaluates UMOT, an Unscented particle filter based Moving Object Tracking algorithm in WSN settings. UMOT adopts the genetic particle filter as the framework of online estimation of the target's position and use UPF to generate proposal distribution instead of prior transition, which has been widely used in existing works. Specifically, the sensors are organized as clusters to monitor and locate the target at each sampling step, in which the detecting node report measurements to a fusion center, which is responsible for coordinating the tracking task, sampling the particles from the proposal distribution, as well as estimating the importance weight associated with each particle. After normalizing the weights, the expected position of the target is updated based on the particles and their weights. In addition, a resampling step, sampling importance resampling (SIR), is employed to highlight/suppress the high/low weight particles, respectively. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly gives the foundations of particle filter. The UMOT algorithm is introduced in section 3, accompanied with theoretical analysis. Section 4 presents evaluations of UMOT, in comparison with existing methods. We also discuss the related work in section 5 and conclude this work in section 6.
Particle Filter
Kalman filter is a celebrated technique for recursive state estimation, and has been widely used in many applications, e.g., radar and computer vision. Due to its unbiased minimum variance estimation with white noise assumption, Kalman filter is an optimal solution in linear systems. However, it is limited in non-linear and non-Gaussian systems, which exist ubiquitously in the real world. To address these limitations, a number of methodologies have been proposed, e.g., Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [4] and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [2] . One of the alternatives is Particle filter, which is a Bayesian inference based scheme, combined with the sequential Monte Carlo sampling approach, to approximate target state of interested.
The particle filter approach normally consists of three generic steps, i.e., initialization, importance sampling, and resampling. Initially, N p particles, denoted as ( | , )
that may efficiently approximate the posterior state. In addition, the weight of the i th particle is evaluated recursively based on the Bayesian rule as:
. Subsequently, an optimal step, called resampling (or importance resampling), is executed if necessary to select those particles with high weight and diminish the one with low weight. The posterior distribution of target can then be estimated by the N p normalized and weighted particles in the manner of:
. Note that individual algorithm may be different from the above steps or has additional schemes to improve the performance of particle filter.
UMOT Tracking Algorithm
This section derives the UMOT algorithm which implements the unscented particle filter approach. In particular, we are interested in the target state t Z and sensor observations t O at current time t which can be expressed as: 
Mobility Model
The mobility model describes the movement of target with respective to time. In this paper we model the target's movement with the constant speed Gaussian Markov mobility model [5] , in which the direction t q at new time step t is updated based on their previous state:
where q is the mean value of direction, v t is the Gaussian process noise, and parameter a (
) is employed to control the randomness of direction. With constant velocity v, the coordinates of target at t is given by:
Tracking denote the coordinate of T at time t. All the sensor nodes residing in the fusion area r f participate in the tracking task and one which, say t f , is randomly chosen as a temporal fusion center, which broadcasts a request message REQ to its d -hop neighbor nodes, to request measurement data. Note that in a sparser network, t f may incorporate more sensor nodes to join tracking task through increasing the parameter d which depends on the ratio of communication range to sensing range. After receiving REQ, each sensor i S ( [1, ] i N Î ) residing in the fusion area r f sensing its distance to the target. In this work, the measurement model of sensor i S is given by the relative distance model [6]: . The measurement data is encoded as message MEA and then is transferred to t f . Figure 1 illustrates the process of measurement and the way of temporal organizing the sensor nodes. Apparently, the communication cost of particle filter per sampling time is 
Unscented Transformation
The basic idea of unscented particle filter is to propagate a number of sample points, a.k.a sigma points, through the state space with a deterministic sampling technique known as unscented transformation, so as to maintain accurately the true mean and covariance of the random variable. This happens because the sigma points are propagated through the non-linear transition, and approximate the true distribution of target state rather than the process and observation models [1] . In addition, as demonstrated in [2] , the sigma points may capture the posterior mean and covariance of the Taylor series expansion of non-liear function accurately up to the second order. Then we will focus on target tracking part in UMOT, and detailed implementation of unscented transformation is referred to [1] . 
Tracking Procedure of UMOT
Next, the predicted measurement is given by:
At the measurement update step, the new observations are incorporated, and the covariance of measurements is :
The state-measurement cross-covariance matrix is computed as follows: 
where the Gaussian distribution of particles is implicitly assumed. One of the benefits of UPF is that it preserves the non-linearity of the state distribution, due to approximating the mean and covariance of the posterior up to the second order, and hence outperforms first order approximation schemes, e.g., EKF, in estimate accuracy [3] .
The importance weight i t w of each particle at step t is estimated as: . To ease the problem of weight degeneracy of particles, UMOT adopts a resampling step as that in [7] , which is controlled by the a predefined threshold value k . The effective number of particles N eff is estimated as 
Discussion
As illustrated in [7] , UPF do not require calculating the matrix of partial derivatives, i.e., Jacobians and Hessians, and thus is more computational efficient than EKF. However, we note that UPF improves the filtering performance at the cost of computing and maintaining unscented transformation of a sequence of sigma points for each particle. Many modifications have been proposed recently to reduce the computational cost of of UPF. For example, the authors in [8] introduce an auxiliary model which is combined with the UKF to generate proposal distribution for particles. Recently, Baser et. al. [9] derive a modified unscented particle filter inorder to improve the efficiency of particle distribution and ease the computation complexity of UPF.
Simulation Results
This section presents the simulation results conducted to compare the UMOT with two existing tracking schemes in various network configurations. The first one is CPF, which is a method derived from conventional particle filter framework using transition prior as the proposal distribution. Another method is CTL, a scheme which computes the center of all detecting nodes.
The experiments were conducted in SID-net simulator [10] consisting of N sensor nodes randomly deployed in a 100m x 100m surveillance area A. The transition range and the sensing range of each node are set as 50m and 25m, respectively. In particular, we investigate the impact of node density l , target's velocity v, as well as particle number N p , on the performances of different schemes, where l is calculated as the average number of neighbor nodes in the communication range of a sensor. The tracking error is described by the mean absolute error (MAE) which measures differences between the estimated and the real positions of target averaged by all sampling steps during each run. Note that all results are averaged by 10 independent runs unless otherwise specified. Finally, we assume the time update interval as 1 sec.
Figure 2:
Comparison of tracking error by varying node density. Figure 2 compares the performances of 3 schemes under the impact of node density. The tracking error of all schemes drops with increasing node density, which is a natural result due to incorporating more observations. Further, both UMOT and CPF outperform CTL in terms of accuracy which proves the efficiency of particle filter based approach on target tracking. It indicates that UMOT performs best and requires less nodes compared to CPF and CTL algorithms. In addition, the convergence of UMOT is faster than CPF through incorporating recent observation into the proposal distribution, and capturing the state and measurement noise with sigma points. Next we evaluate the impact of target's speed on the tracking accuracy of different schemes. As shown in figure 3 , CTL is insensitive to the motion state of target, which happens because CTL only extracts the position information of stationary nodes residing in the fusion area (c.f. figure 1) , and is independent of the mobility information of target. On the other hand, the prediction part of CPF leverages the transition state as the importance density, which results in the particles uniformly distributed in a circle area with radius v. Therefore, the sampling area expands and tracking accuracy decreases, as increasing the target's speed. Compared to CPF, the importance density employed in UMOT takes into account the current observations at sampling steps. Consequently, the superior of UMOT is evident and its performance maintains stable even increasing the target's speed. Figure 4 illustrates the tracking performance of UMOT and CPT by varying the particle number N p . Clearly, UMOT achieves better tracking accuracy and requires less particles than CPF. As stated in previous section, due to maintaining unscented transformation of a set of sigma points for each particle, UMOT improves the accuracy of state estimates at the cost of additional computational overhead. From the perspective of energy savings in WSN settings, it is desirable to design adaptive sampling schemes to limit the particle number and to minimize the overhead of unscented transformation, such as the work in [7] and [8] . However, how to sample partilces efficiently while preserving UMOT's performance is beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future work.
Related Works
A large number solutions have been proposed towards tackling various problems of target tracking in WSN settings, e.g., improving the localization accuracy [11, 12] , reducing the overhead of in-network communication [13] , and energy efficient tracking schemes [14, 15] , etc.
Particle filter has been widely used in many application fields such as speech processing [16, 17] , visual tracking [3] , and also has been introduced to WSN for moving object tracking [6, 18] and mobile nodes localization [19, 20] . The authors in [6] proposed an auxiliary particle filter based method for target tracking and leveraged the kernel smoothing techniques to estimate the posterior. Multi-target tracking problem is investigated in [18] , where joint probabilistic data association filter is used for measurement assignment and a particle filter based approach is employed for tracking individual target. In [19] , the Sequential Monte Carlo Localization (SMCL) method was proposed to on-line localize the mobile nodes in a range-free way, where only the connectivity information of sensors are considered. Rudafshani et. al. [20] proposed two improved SMCL methods for both range-free and range-based mobile node localization. Recently, Chen et. al. [21] utilize auxiliary particle filter for passive device-free tracking and sensor localization.
One of the problems of above mentioned works is that the proposal distribution is the prior transition of the state, which failed to incorporate the recent observations. However, it has been shown that the variance of estimate is increased when new observation is absent in the proposal distribution [22] . Moreover, traditional methods to improve the performance of particle filter such as increasing the particle number and deploy more sensor nodes may increase the burden of network and thus is not scalable. To address the problem of conventional particle filter, we employ unscented particle filter for target tracking in WSN. The motivation behind this work is that the energy consumed on nodes communication is orders of magnitude higher than energy spent in sensing and computation tasks. Based on these observations, we believe that trading off some computation overhead against communication cost is desirable in WSN settings. The unscented particle filter is first introduced in [1] and has been successfully used in fields like visual object tracking [3] . However, it may incur computation overhead due to maintaining a number of sigma points for each particle. Recently, several schemes towards improving the performance of unscented particle filter is derived, e.g., [8, 9] .
Conclusion
This paper derived a moving object tracking algorithm UMOT in wireless sensor network, towards recursively estimating the target under the Bayesian filtering framework. We presented the detailed design and implementation of UMOT which introduces the unscented particle filter for computing the posterior mean and covariance. UMOT captures more accurately the posterior distribution of target state compared to conventional particle filter schemes through involving the recent observations into the importance density sampling. Extensive simulations have been conducted to evaluate the efficiency of UMOT and the results show that the proposed method outperforms previous traditional particle filter based schemes on the accuracy of target tracking in a wide range of scenarios. There are two aspects of improvements over UMOT which we are working on. First, it is desirable to design more efficient sampling schemes while preserving the merits of UMOT, in order to improve accuracy and to reduce the computation cost of UMOT. On the other hand, we are interested in reducing the communication cost of UMOT through scheduling the active/sleep mode of sensor nodes in a more efficient manner.
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